Photo Gallery: Collage of Texas Landscapes
Photo Gallery: What Kind of Weathering

Limestone

Interbedded Shale and Gypsum layers

What kind of weathering?
Explore

Photo Gallery: Mix and Match - Pick it Up or Drop it Off

Group 1 (A & B)  What agent is involved?  Is it erosion or deposition?

Group 2 (C & D)  Is it erosion or deposition?  What agent is involved?
Photo Gallery: Mix and Match - Pick it Up or Drop it Off

Group 3 (E & F)  Is it erosion or deposition?  What agent is involved?

Group 4 (G & H)  Is it Erosion or Deposition?  What agent is involved?
Photo Gallery: Mix and Match - Pick it Up or Drop it Off

Group 5 (I & J)  Is it erosion or deposition?  What agent is involved?

Group 6 (K & L)  Is it erosion or deposition?  What agent is involved?